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A junior Ch.E. student, Dan Finelli hails from Akron, Ohio. Planning to enter medical school upon graduation, Dan has made his academic success speak for itself. He is a Dean’s List student and was in Lambda Sigma, the sophomore service and scholarship honorary.

Dan fills his time away from the books with many extracurricular activities. In addition to being a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and an Alpha Delta Pi big brother, he has been involved in student government as a Ch.E. school representative. Swimming, however, consumes the greatest amount of Dan’s time. He competes in both the sprint and free style races on the Tech varsity swim team. Fall and winter are the best times to find him plying his trade in the Old Gym pool, where he can be found practicing every morning from 6:30 to 8:00 and afternoons from 4:00 to 6:00.
Elsworth Barrington
Thomas King Barron
Michael S. Berry
John Dwain Barter
Lawrence Paul Baseij
Matthew C. Bass
Richard M. Bass
William Gregory Bass
Jeffery Lee Bates
Jose Antonio Battle
Timothy C. Batten
Cathy Elaine Battle
Franklin Wyatt Baugh
Karen M. Baumgartner
Malini K. Bawa
Carol Baxter
Angela Lynn Bayley
John Presley Beal
Maria T. Beard
Thomas D. Beary
Patricia A. Beasley
Angela D. Beavers
Frank Robert Beck
Gerald Lee Beck Jr.
Peter Charles Beck
Karl Gustay Becker
Michelle L. Becker
Anderson L. Beckham
Tamara Beddingfield
Michael Bedsole
Gregory E. Beecher
Michael E. Begley
Robert Paul Behling
Anthony C. Belcher
Llewellyn N. Belcourt
John Thornton Bell
Thea Lee Bell
William F. Bell Jr.
Elizabeth A. Belliah
David Ross Benator
Yvette M. Bendeck
William V. Benedetti
Berlin B. Benfiel
Scott R. Bengtson
Andrew Berry Bennett
Lizbeth L. Bennett
Mark Steven Bennett
Marla C. Bennett
Nancy Ruth Bennett
Richard B. Benson
Tsalii D. Bentley
Laura Kay Bentsen
James C. Berg
Anne Richard Berger
Carol C. Berger
Mikel J. Bergmann
Hector Bermudez
Sergio Jose Bernier
Lynn M. Bernstein
Alfredo Berrios
Alan Broadus Berry
Clint Campbell Berry
James Elton Berry
Vernon L. Berry

Lisa R. Benson
Arthur R. Bert
Wanda Marie Bethune
J. S. Beyersdorfer
Daniel John Bittfi
Christopher Billings
Anthony Charles Bils
Gary Martin Birnberg
Kurt B. Bischoff
Frances Gail Bishop
Charles David Black
Donald Michael Black
George David Black
Steven Black
Temple Faye Black
Anna L. Blackerby
Harold H. Blackmarr
Richard Benton
Moey Blau
Kevin Wright Blazer
Michelle D. Bledsoe
Thomas A. Blickhahn
Mary Kay Blithe
John Porter Block

Karl R. Bloomberg
Karen E. Blumensaadt
Paul Neil Bodenstein
Joseph A. Boeckel
Steven Karl Boecler
Paul James Boggs
Jorge Antonio Bogran
Douglas Alan Bogue

Charles R. Bohrer
Joseph Gregory Boike
Brenda K. Bolinger
Thomas Taylor Bomar
Teresa Mary Bomba
Matthew S. Bomeistl

Edward Kelly Bond
Theron Dunwood Bond
Susan Renee Bonds
Aubrey Edward Bone
Walter Candido Boney
Kevin M. Booth

Douglas H. Boothe
Mary F. Bordonaro
Randall D. Borgersen
Kedric A. Bostic Jr.
Arthur A. Botton Jr.
Steven F. Boulanger

Joseph F. Bourgart
Charles R. Bourquin
Aldebaran D. Bouse
Robert L. Bowen
Tamara Jo Bowen
Craig S. Bowers

David S. Bowers
Michael L. Bowie
Randall Dale Bowles
Renata L. Bowles
William R. Bowles
Stacie A. Bowman

Hart Benjamin Boyd
Jack Monroe Boyd Jr.
Susan Patricia Boyd
Thomas Hilton Boyd
William H. Boyd
William O. Boyd Jr.
Thomas A. Brackmann
Richard W. Bradberry

Thomas G. Bradberry
Clark Bradley
Mark Alan Bradley
Elizabeth Bradley
W. A. Brummett Jr.
John Maury Branan
Jean Louise Branan
John Erwin Branch

Douglas K. Bransford
Anthony S. Brantley
Raymond W. Brasier
Timothy L. Brawner
Gayle Lynn Breor
David H. Bridgers
David Bruce Bridges
Judith Marie Brier
Co-ops put their mastered skills into practice.
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There are few students who double as chemical engineers and baritone players, but Lisa Gareis is an exception as a member of the Georgia Tech Band. She has participated in the student run organization every year she has been at Tech and had the honor of serving as head of the committee that brought 550 people to the Kappa Kappa Psi-Tau Beta Sigma National Band Convention held at Tech in August of 1979. Lisa has seen the Tech band grow and improve since gaining new directors and most recently acquiring new uniforms. Besides keeping busy with the band, she serves as the president of ODK and works as a leader with the FASET Parent’s Program. Lisa is proud of the progress that the band has made, and she expressed the hope that the program would continue to prosper at Tech.
Coed relaxes with soothing melody in the piano room.
Maria Pia Dellesite
Everett B. Deluca Jr.
Michael David Delvin
John T. Demarest
Clinton A. Demetriou
Brenda Sue Demine
Cheryl Ann Demons
Diane C. Denagel
Michael J. Denman
Mark Dennell
Charles Howard Denny
William H. Dentremont
John Thomas Depaula
Eric M. Derricotte
Susan Carole Desko
David Ray Dettmer
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Steven Craig Daves
Brooks M. Davis
Charles Davis
Josephine B. Davis
Leo A. Davis
Mary Carol Davis
Midred Bess Davis
Raymond S. Davis III
Robert V. Davis
Ronald Jerone Davis
Sandra Nell Davis
Wayland Davis
Joe L. Davison Jr.
Stephen A. Dawkins
Charles Peyton Day
Danny M. Day
Roland Fredrick Day
Susan Carolyn Day
Everett B. Dayton Jr.
Christian F. DeAssis
John A. Deakins Jr.
Glen Elliott Deal
Kenneth Robert Dean
Dawn Ellen Deardorff
David Norman Deaton
Donald Neal Deaton
William Herbert Deen
Karen E. Degges
Joseph M. Deleon
Velma J. Delevaux
John Delianides
Madeline Delianides

Margaret F. Davenport
Marvin L. Davenport
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Although only a sophomore at Tech, Missy Garmon has already made quite a name for herself. A management science major from Charlotte, North Carolina, she is involved both in NROTC and greek life. She is presently assistant pledge trainer for Alpha Chi Omega Sorority and a Phi Delta Theta little sister.

Following the tradition of her father, a Marine Corps officer, Missy chose to add a naval background to her studies. However, she considers herself distinct from the stereotyped ROTC. Missy not only attempts to but succeeds in keeping her feminity while in uniform.

Missy enjoys meeting people and writing poetry is one of her varied interests. She was selected as the first runner-up in the Miss Citadel contest — a credit that no other member of Tech’s sharpest marching unit can claim.
Leanne S. Fey
Linville M. Field
Timothy M. Fields
John M. Finegan
Daniel A. Finelli
Randall S. Fingerroot
Richard S. Finlay
Jane W. Finley
Barbara J. Fioravanti
Charles T. Fish
Randolph Scott Fish
James J. Flaherty Jr.
James Byron Flanders
John M. Flannigan
Scott Bruce Fleck
Mark Arne Florin
Gary Lee Floyd
Loretta Floyd
Barbara A. Flury
James D. Foley
Ralph L. Forbes
Elizabeth A. Ford
Russell Wayne Ford
Richard E. Foreman
Gregory L. Forrest
Charles E. Forshee
Cherie Lynn Forthman
Edmund Alan Fortier
Audrey G. Foster
Howard Alan Foster
Raymond W. Foster
Lynn A. Fote
Mark A. Fountain
Daniel G. Fouratt
Carey Jeannine Fowler
James W. Fowler IV
John Thomas Fowler
Robert F. Fowler III
Joel Richard Fox
Jeffrey J. Fracas
Denise Yvette France
The typical Tech stereotype of an athlete is completely destroyed by Sheldon Fox. The outside linebacker from Miami, Florida, concentrates his efforts in the classroom when not on the field or training. A 4.0 academic average in electrical engineering is testimony to what a little work can do. Though disappointed to see Pepper Rodgers leave, he was pleased with Bill Curry's ascension to the coaching throne. Even though he won't be affected by the proposed athletic center to be built, he was optimistic about the prospects for Tech's sport future.
Laura Malone receives a letter to brighten up a gloomy day.
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John David Guzak
Craig S. Hablewitz
John D. Hackady
Jeffrey S. Hackworth
Steven K. Haenisch
William R. Hafner
John S. Hagadorn
Karla Gay Hagans

David Evans Hainlin
Alan Horace Hairston
Joel Banks Haley
April L. Hall
Charles Dennis Hall
Joseph Bryan Hall
Kenneth Wilson Hall
Earline Joy Hallman
James Hamil

Darrell M. Hamilton
Julienne B. Hamilton
Michael D. Hamilton
Laura Kay Hamman
Jeramy Ann Hammer
Louella L. Hammon
Thomas E. Hammond

James Gilmer Hamner
Dennis Paul Hancock
Teresa Ann Handback
Dairen W. Haney
Michael C. Hankinson
John L. Hannan
Peter V. Hansen
James M. Hanson Jr.
Student participates in watermelon seed spitting contest during summer.
Wendy Carol Heath
Joseph M. Hebert Jr.
Paula V. Hedges
Steve Anthony Hedges
Elizabeth A. Heefner
Peter A. Heffring
Mark R. Hefner
Stephan F. Heimburg
Susan Lynn Heller
Mark Brian Helmey
Mark Carl Hemmer
William E. Hemp
David Lee Hendershot
R. R. Henderson
Steven M. Henderson
George W. Hendo
Steven E. Hendrix
Richard G. Henley
Corbin David Henry
Andrew Mann Henshaw
Linda Jane Henson
Richard S. Hensson
Diane Carol Heredia
Teresa Ann Herman
Carlos S. Hernandez
Richard A. Hernandez
Michael F. Herold
Juan G. Herrans
Carl F. Herrig
Karen E. Herrington
Ronald A. Herrington
Thomas N. Herrington
Milton Mark Hester
George F. Heusel
Stanley D. Hewitt
James Richard Hicks
Kenneth T. Hickson
Julie A. Higginbotham
Elvis Moses Higgins
Karen E. Higgins
Roy Hicks Hightower
Zeid Bakhti Hijazi
Charles M. Hilliers
Christa F. Hill
Denise C. Hill
Donald W. Hill Jr.
Kelvin Jerome Hill
Lois Elaine Hill
Marie Elizabeth Hill
Ronald P. Hill
Lisa Rebecca Hines
Eric Richard Hinger
Dwayne Richard Hipp
David M. Hitch
Scott G. Hix
Thanh Gia Hoang
Reginald L. Hobbs
James E. Hocut
Allen M. Hodges
Robert D. Hodges
Jeffrey S. Hodgkinson
Marri Lynanne Hodgkinson
Samuel Glenn Hodnett
Robert David Hoffman
Susan Jane Holbrook
Kenneth D. Holcomb
Christy D. Holland
Sheryl Ann Holliday
Leonardo M. Holloman
Mary K. Hollosy
Lisa L. Holloway
Laurie Jean Holman
Deborah Ann Holmes
Mark Alan Holmes
Susan L. Holmes
Steven R. Holsombock
Clyde W. Holt Jr.
Jacqueline Holt
James Keith Holt
James M. Holton
Professor Cain, an undergraduate of MIT, first began his teaching career in 1965 after receiving his graduate degree from Georgia Tech. In the following fifteen years Cain has tried to please students while teaching rigorous math courses. He is constantly concerned with development of the mathematics curriculum and its instruction.

The primary problem which Professor Cain sees in the department is the overcrowding of classes. Freshman math courses are especially prone to this dilemma. There can be as many as 350 students in one class. Cain feels this overcrowding has an adverse effect on the efficiency of the class and makes it much harder for students to learn. Although no immediate changes are planned Cain feels that using teacher assistance would relieve the overcrowding problem.
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Mark James Judson
Lance Alvin Justice
Jane E. Justus
William Ernst Kahn
David Armin Kaiser
Thomas M. Kalvin
Frederick L. Kampe
Ratib A. Karam Jr.
Robert T. Kaufman
Steven Alan Kaufman
Carol Ann Kavanaugh
Steve Jeff Kay
James S. Kee
Barry Paul Keever
Vincent Leo Kegel
Timothy Sean Kehoe

John Francis Keith
Loria Ann Keith
Kris Eric Keller
Charles B. Kelley
Gregory B. Kelly
Kenneth P. Kelly
Myra Kaye Kelly
David Alan Kemp

Gregory S. Kendle
Randolph Lee Kendle
W. C. Kendrick Jr.
Gregory Alan Kennith
Edward J. Kennedy
John Anson Kennedy
Mark R. Kennedy
Peter L. Kennedy

Sidney D. Kennedy
Bradley Alan Kenney
Teresa Eileen Kerins
Jeanne Marie Kerney
Phyllis Ann Kerney
Keith Richard Kerr
Peter John Kerr
Philip Gregory Kerr

David Gerald Kersey
Richard W. Kesler
Michael G. Kilgore
Cecelia A. Kilpatrick
Eric L. Kilpatrick
Galen A. Kilpatrick
Yvonne Y. Kilpatrick
Richard H. Kimberly
Balloon vendors attempt novel approach to get Tech students attention during Alabama football game.
Stephen W. Langford
Thomas M. Langford
W. Randall Langham
Jennifer Lea Langley
Sharon Marie Langley
Jay Alan Langston
N. D. Langston Jr.
Frances L. Langton
Donald B. Langworthy
Lisa Ann Lanier
Donna Lee Lantz
Jane Ellen Laplante
Gregory J. Larkin
Lee Eric Larrew
Robert James Latimer
Joseph D. Lattanzi
Pamela J. Laveau
Alison Van Metre Law
Tan K. Le
Donald B. Leach Jr.
Teresa M. Leblanc
Michael N. Leborgne
Luan Lechau
Robert Thomas Lecroy
Gail Leclercher
Ann Marie Leddy
Virginia L. Ledwitch
Brett Kip Lee
Catherine Lee
Craig Allen Lee
Dozier Wayne Lee
Leonard J. Kolczynski
Mark R. Konenkamp
John R. Konyo
John Kotanides Jr.
Denise C. Kotch
Kimberly Karen Krabe
Harold W. Kraft III
Mark George Krah
Michael Greg Krape
Thomas B. Krauser
Walter K. Krauth
Jeffrey Allen Kreide
Norman M. Kreuter
Theodore A. Krieger
John Patrick Krill
David Alan Kroeber
Gail Kucharski
S. Kuchibhotta
Mark A. Kuchinski
David L. Kufferman
Kimberlee Ann Kull
Margaret E. Kundert
Carol Anne Kunikel
Kathleen Ann Kurtz
Mark L. Kurzenhauser
Maurice H. Kuypers
Kenneth A. Kvinge
Bryan T. Labrecque
Rochelle A. Lacroix
Barry Seth Laderman
Andrea Lee Laliberte
Robert Arthur Lally
Mark Norman Lamb
Timothy Wallace Lamb
Brian Edward Lambert
David Mark Lambeth
Ludenia R. Lampley
John M. Lamprecht
Brian Louis Lander
William M. Landers
Karen B. Landsberg
Luis C. Landivar
William C. Landress
Amy C. Landskroener
Jane Cherie Lane
Rebecca Susan Lane
Sherri Linn Lane
Christian A. Lange

Undergraduates
Don't let Nelson Rogers' business-like attitude fool you; he is always willing to lend an ear to problems, particularly when you are an IE student. As Associate Director for Undergraduate Studies in the Industrial Engineering School since 1973, Professor Rogers is in charge of about 780 IE students involved in the broadest program in the country. He is the faculty member that freshmen and transfer students in IE meet when they come to Tech. A Naval Academy graduate, he has been in this position since 1965. Rogers feels that while student output has improved, they are not as hard working as their predecessors were and the school itself is not as personalized as it has been. Regardless, anything needed as a prospective industrial engineer can be obtained from Nelson Rogers.
Mechanical engineering students examine Tech's SCORE team's entry in the 7th Energy Technology Conference and Exhibition.
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Gregory Lyn Lutter
Henry Jules Lyautey
Allan Lee Lydon
Pamela Verner Lyles
Norman Edmund Lynch
Patricia Anne Lynch
Donna Ann Lytle
Kevin S. MacDonald
Robert R. MacPherson
Robert E. Madden
Alisa De Anne Maddox
James David Long
Christopher W. Loomis
E. F. Lopezdelcastillo

Daniel Baker Lott Jr.
Donald Edwin Lott
Robert C. Lott
Timothy J. Louie
April Lounora Love
Jerry Wayne Lovett
Victoria J. Lovgren
Emanuel Lowe

Wang Hung Lowe
Joseph Myron Lowery

Russell Scott Lowery
Govantez L. Lowndes

Mark D. Loyd
Tamara Jayne Loye

Wonya Yvette Lucas
Paul Francis Ludlow

Phella D. Ludwig
Jose A. Lugo

Gregg A. Lunsford
Sebastian B. Lurry

Mechanical engineering students examine Tech's SCORE team's entry in the 7th Energy Technology Conference and Exhibition.
One reason for Bob Holloway's decision to come to Tech was because of its opportune location in the City of Atlanta. A chemical engineering major from St. Louis, Bob found the environment there stagnant. Since his arrival in Atlanta three years ago, he has shaken off his inactivity and become involved in several campus organizations. He is currently president of the Society of Black Engineers, a member of ANAK, Chi Epsilon Sigma, and A.I.Ch.E. A large part of Bob's time is also devoted to athletics. Enjoying almost all sports, he has served as both player and coach in several intramural activities. Outside of school and sports, Bob feels that it is also important to become active in community service and participates in UJAMAA, an organization which derives its name from the Swahili word meaning brotherhood. Upon graduation, Bob plans to supplement his degree with a Master's in Business Administration. With this background, he hopes to enter an administrative position in industry.
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Bryan Moffitt Morton
Annette Mosby
John Compton Mosher
Kenneth D. Mosley
John Cleveland Moss
Robert A. Moss Jr.
James G. Mosteller
Wilson A. Moulder Jr.
Claire Louise Moxley
Devan L. Mueller
Russell L. Mullinex
Christopher K. Muller
John Joseph Muller
Robert L. Muller
Wesley Wade Mullinax
Richard B. Mullinax
Douglas Scott Mullis
Joe McKinney Muncy
Michael F. Muncy
Alexis Munozviveros
Don MunSELL
Carla M. Murchison
Kimberley A. Murdock
Lawrence H. Murphy
Mark Thomas Murphy
Barbara Lee Murray
David C. Murray
Jeffrey P. Murray
Rance Edward Murray
Shannon Lee Murray
Robert G. Muscat
Robert W. Musgrove
Charles F. Myers
Deborah L. Myers
Douglas E. Myers
Robert Andrew Myers
Allan Perry Myrick
Peter E. Naciero
Fady Fadl Nakad
Robert Thomas Nash
Said Ali Nasser
Allan Joel Nathanson
Edward Lee Neal
James David Neal
Carl Stephen Neely
Jerry Hugh Neisler
Amy Carolyn Nellis
David A. Nelson Jr.
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Tech greeks bob for apples during halloween party.
One of Georgia Tech's most vocal students is former Student Government Association Vice-President Paul Beshears. An industrial engineer from Stone Mountain, Paul has been able to combine extracurricular activities with an outstanding academic performance. He is Secretary-Treasurer of ODK, a member of ANAK, Tau Beta Pi, and Alpha Pi Mu honoraries.

Paul has been instrumental in helping S.G.A. gain credibility through better organization. He feels that it is important for there to be open lines of communication between S.G.A. and the administration. With the recent questions of draft registration and other pressing matters, interest in Tech's student government has greatly increased. Paul was pleased with the organization of S.G.A. over the past year and expects continued success in student run affairs.
William Cain Pilcher
Sanford Pinco
Richard Delos Pinney
Masoud Pirouz
Donald James Pital
Michael R. Pittman
Anita Gertrude Pitts
Acy Charles Platt

Harold J. Plourde
Cathy L. Plummer
Frank T. Plunkett
S. Pocharaspressangkul
Kevin C. Poe
Daniel Dean Pophy
Vicki Lynn Polance
Harold Craig Polk

Daniel C. Polstra
Robert W. Ponder
Alan Vance Pool
Randal Lee Pool
Timothy George Poole
Jennifer Lynn Poore
Katharine D. Porter
Alisa Kay Potter

Clay Goudy examines the S.G.A. entry in the Inter-dormitory Council pumpkin contest.
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George M. Potter III
Price Randall Potter
Alan Scott Pounds
Aldo Ray Powell
Charles Powell
Christopher M. Powell
Michael W. Powell
Samuel L. Powell Jr.
Stephen B. Powell

Victoria A. Powell
Karli Hill Powers
Michael J. Powers
Vicki Lee Powers
Wallace B. Powers Jr.
William H. Pratt
John Arthur Preece
Emily Jane Reed
Gary Dean Reed
Herschel H. Reese
Marvin McKemie Reese
Robert Nelson Reeve
Neal Brinson Reeves
Sandra Lee Reeves
Stephen P. Reeves
Michael Lewis Reich
John Paul Reichert
George J. Reid
Mary Susan Reid
Phillip Randall Reid
Stephen A. Reinel
David Laurent Remy
Stephen D. Renda

Barry Wilford Renau
Ramona Kay Reonas
Lemuel Wayne Revels
John L. Reynolds
Jefferey L. Reynolds
John S. Reynolds

Richard J. Reynolds
Peter Meong Rhee
Thomas J. Rhodes
John W. Rhymes II
Christie Carol Rice
Randolph L. Rice

Teresa L. Richardson
Vickie A. Richardson
Catherine Richeson
Alvin L. Richmond
Michael H. Richmond
Alfred Eric Richner

Harvey V. Rickles
Mario Ricozzi
Richard B. Riddle
William R. Rigdon Jr.
Kelly Joe Riley
William Noyes Riley
Melanie Sue Riner
James J. Ritcher

Sallie Reed Ritter
Emmanuel P. Rivas
Katherine L. Rives
Dennis Patrick Roach
Charles David Roan
Mark A. Robb
Michele Marie Robb
Paul David Robbins

William M. Robbins
Kelley M. Roberson
Dolores M. Roberto
Dale Curtis Roberts
Emory B. Roberts
Marsha S. Roberts
Richard S. Roberts
Kathy J. Robertson

Steven C. Robertson
Warren A. Robertson
Carol A. Robinson
Daniel R. Robinson
James C. Robinson
Toy Dewayne Robinson
Richard D. Robison
Brent Allen Roble
Herb McAuley, Georgia Tech's head Swim Team coach and drownproofing instructor, began his career at Tech in the early 1940's. Graduating from this school in 1947, Coach McAuley was soon after introduced to Fred Lanoue, inventor of the drownproofing program. Joining Lanoue's staff at Georgia Tech as an assistant following WWII, he remained so until 1965 when Lanoue's death elevated him to head coaching job.

Aside from being head coach of the Swim Team, Coach McAuley also teaches the infamous Tech drownproofing course. He is glad to see that the course is now required for all Tech students, including women. According to Coach McAuley, the course is outstanding because it is so comprehensive. Such skills as basic survival, swim strokes, lifesaving, and speed are included in this rigorous program.
Lambda Sigma's casino night for the elderly appeals to all ages.
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Cynthia Lil Sanders
Donald S. Sanders
Keith Sanders
Michael A. Sanders
Shawn David Sanders
Steven C. Sanders
Stuart C. Sanders
Susan Marie Sandford
Richard S. Sandifer
Barbara A. Sandford
Patricia E. Sandford
Jesus Maria Sandoval
Phillip D. Sanford
Jonathan L. Sanger
Joseph A. Sanguedolce
Kathleen L. Sannicks
George W. Santos
Janice M. Saraceno
Philip A. Sasse
Donald E. Sawyer
George B. Sawyer
Lynne Allene Sawyer
Daniel Edward Sax
John Paul Scarbrough
Daniel J. Schaefler
Steven Scott Scheer
Richard P. Schell Jr.
Henry Scheuermann
Adria M. Schiadaresi
David A. Schierenbeck
Richard A. Schiffler
David R. Schlensker
Kathleen H. Schleppe
John Arvis Schley
Gregory J. Schmidt
Mark Steven Schmidt
William J. Schmidt Jr.
William Carl Schneck
Ann J. Schoelles
Paul R. Schrader Jr.
Scott J. Schrader
Michael L. Schreiber
Anna Maria Schrichte
David D. Schultz
Susan E. Schumacher
Richard G. Schunk
Mark S. Schultz
Adam Louis Schwartz

William Salder
Terri F. Salerno

George R. Salmon
James Hardy Salter

Morgan C. Salter
Janet P. Sammons

Olin Craig Samples
Stanley H. Samples

Olin Craig Samples
Stanley H. Samples

Lambda Sigma's casino night for the elderly appeals to all ages.
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Edwin Kohler, one of the men behind the scenes in the Dean of Students office, began his counseling career in 1963 at Tech as fraternity advisor. 1969-1972 saw him as assistant director of the Student Center, where he was the Tech consultant during the construction of the new complex, a job that he found quite interesting. After rising to Associate Dean of Students, he immediately gained chairmanship of the Board of Student Publications, responsible for such items as the *Technique* and the *Blueprint*. His position requires that he handle the business and personnel end of the Dean’s office, and even though Dean Kohler has less student contact than the other deans, his sense of humor and easy-going nature make him a comfortable person to deal with. More of a friend than an advisor, he leaves his door open and his hand outstretched to each and every student.
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Richard Logan Stolz
Grady Byron Stone
Peter John Stork
Leroy J. Stoutenburg
Margaret Mary Stover
Michael Leroy Stowe
Helen C. Stoyell
Kenneth J. Sttpierre
Perry Lee Streetman
Charles L. Streible
D. L. Strickland Jr.
H. A. Strickland III
William Strickland
Wilbur Strickland
William S. Stricklin
Steve Lloyd Striker
Douglas G. Strom
Nils Harold Strombom
Philip G. Strazzo
William T. Studstill
Ronald R. Stuff
Marina Kay Stumpf
George Suero
Richard Suero
Cynthia L. Sullivan
Dyar E. M. Sullivan
Gerald F. Sullivan
Marc David Sullivan
Maureen S. Sullivan
Robert L. Sullivan
Jane Summerlin
N. J. Summerville
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Competition at Tech can sometimes become extreme.
Dorm woes and worries are old hat at Tech, and it is Dan Hunt's job to relieve some of that disenchantment. As Interdormitory Council President, the senior in nuclear engineering has had the unbelievable luck of living in the same dorm during each of his years at Tech. The dorm council is faced with student apathy concerning dorm organization because of the constant turnover of residents in the system. It is Dan who represents this situation to the administration and tries to achieve a solution.

Dan's involvement in the nuclear field has led to his assistance with a nuclear study for Duke Power and membership in the American Nuclear Society. Dan expressed hope for the growth of nuclear research and student participation, and his position in dorm matters involves him in just one more controversial situation.
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Walter R. Wilburn III
Charles M. Wilcox
R. Fancher Wilcox
Willie H. Wilder Jr.
Suzanne Wiley
William Harold Wiley
Philip L. Wilkes
Daniel V. Wilkins

Bradley L. Wilkinson
John Wales Willard
Thomas R. Willequeer
Lorna S. Willigrubs
Antony G. Williams
Denise D. Williams
Frank E. Williams
Leonard T. Williams

Patrick L. Williams
Roger Alan Williams
Sara Lee Williams
Thomas G. Williams
Timothy E. Williams
Beverly Williamson
Margaret Williamson
Perry G. Williamson

William L. Williamson
Thomas W. Willingham
Timothy R. Willingham
Jeffrey Wilson
Jonathan Choy Wilson
Kurt Edward Wilson
Lawrence Wilson
Mark Wilson

Michael E. Wilson
Sandy M. Wilson
William G. Wilson
Joan Ann Winbigler
Paul W. Winchester
Lawrence E. Winter
Carol Anne Wise
Carol Lynn Wise

John Duane Wise
John Frank Wlodarski
Michael A. Wolchik
Bryan Harrison Wolf
Michael Stuart Wolf
Mark Warner Wolfe
David Peter Wong
Maria Luisa Wong

Richard Thomas White
Robert Michael White
Clayton S. Whitehead

Kevin N. Whitfield
Craig E. Whitley
Steve A. Whitlock
Robert L. Wickett Jr.

Carolyn Grace Widman
Harry L. Wiederspahn
Thomas D. Wiedmeier
Virginia L. Wight

John B. White Jr.
Mark E. White
Myron Lewis White
Rebecca B. White
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T-man cleans up act during homecoming pep rally.
Graduates
Robert Abercrombie
Foluke Adeyokun
Zikhei M. Ahipo
Javed Ahmad
Abdelmadjid Assi
Frederick C. Anderson
Gerardo Araujo
Eddie J. Arnold
Antonio Arreola Risa
G. K. Avgoustopoulou
Hamid Ayub
Roger P. Barata
Mohamed B. Barry
David M. Bean
Daoud Belkacemi
Stanley Belyeu
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Victor E. Bendeck
Alfredo L. Bequillard
Marion W. Berryman
Adam W. Bigos
Lucien Bonet
Martin L. Bowers
Larry P. Branum
Donald J. Broussard
Margaret E. Brown
Teresa A. Bryan
Clarence Burleson, Jr.
Michael B. Calnan
Jonathan M. Cameron
Sadik Canbol
Jose H. Cantud
Carlos G. Carvajal
Eduardo Carvalho
Robert C. Chambers
Dong P. Chang
Lane Chapman
Randall G. Chapman
Raymond G. Clinton, Jr.
Daniel W. Colestock
Weldon D. Copeland, Jr.
Rick J. Couvillon
Paula A. Crenshaw
Bruce M. Cummins
Augustus B. Cunningham, Jr.
Anastasios T. Dados
Edward G. Dalley
Sanjoy K. Das
Antonio B. Delmoral
Erick R. Diaz
Julio J. Diaz
Eduardo Diazrivera
Antonio J. Dieck
Maryane F. Dinkey
Biprodas Dutta
Bruce Eisenman
Alec K. Epting
Peter J. Erbland
John M. Evins
Steven B. Farrow
Scott P. Forsyth
Glenda A. Fryer
Carey L. Fulker
William D. Gaither
James R. Gaither
Lance S. Galvin
Ravindra H. Ganatra
Lopez C. C. Garza
Arati Ghose
Saradindu Ghose
Naveed Gilani
John F. Gilmore
Donald A. Glitsis
Frederick R. Green
Clark C. Guest
Richard F. Gurbin
George F. Haines
Christopher J. Hall
John W. Hamilton
Mike E. Hamilton
Juncos Hector
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Juan Roca
Ramon Rodriguez
James E. Rothrock
Mohamed A. Saad
Anil Saligal
Gary E. Sanders
Hamza Cihan Sari
Mary J. Saunders
William A. Saville
Ricardo G. Schleske
Roderick W. Seay
Bolivar A. Senior
Brown W. Senior
Earl M. Shackley
Seyed Shahrpar
Manouchehr Sahahrava
Richard J. Sharpe
Yutaka Shimazaki
Andrew J. Siegler
Richard S. Simons, III
Ali Sonmez
Sivathanmugan Soora
Anne L. Sowell
David A. Springs, Jr.
Kenneth Standley
Douglas L. Streeter
Ronald N. Suddath
George Suridpoulos
Jerry D. Swisshelm
Wan Tai
Akihiko Tanaka
Arthur S. Teller
Michael G. Thackston
Jill E. Thomas
Paul N. Thomas
B. Tiraratanakul
William R. Toole
Abbas Torabiaghdam
Edward O. Travis
Ching C. Tsao
Winfield F. Tufts
Rao V. Venkata
Chuechang Ven
Fabiola M. Vivas
David A. Vogel
Daniel C. Walters
Kenneth H. Watson
James B. Wauford
George Weidman, III
Rolando A. Weill
Ellen J. Whitlock
James E. Williams Jr.
Deborah A. Wilson
Marsha J. Wilson
Marshall D. Wilson
Ea Mor Woo
Curtis R. Wood
Dale A. Wood
Jose A. Zablahkuri
Mansour Zakikhani

Tech band member lends a harmonic note to the group's sound.